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Year 4 MFL 

Key Words 

Un chien, un chat, un hamster, un lapin, un poisson, un cochon d’Inde, un oiseau, une soris, un cheval, un perroquet, une tortue, un serpent, grenouille, ours, adorar, detester, 
preferer, seize, dix-sept, dix-huit, dix-neuf, vingt, trente  janvier, février, mars, avril, mai, juin, juillet, août, septembre, octobre, novembre, décembre, un  anniversaire, une fête, 
une carte, un ballon, un gâteau, un chapeau, la date, c’est, il y a,  qu’est-ce que,  joyeux, a gauche, a droite, un pied, la danse, ecarter, aller, venir, la jambe,  les yeux, le ventre, la 
main, le bras, l’epaule, le genou,la gambre, le doigt, a, écrire, nager, parler, lire, peindre, bouger, respire, metre, joigner, tendre, fermer, 

 

  

Knowledge 

Autumn: Pets  
 

To learn the names and associated articles for pets. 

To develop an awareness of simple sentence structures including the negative form 
and connectives:  verbs of preference, ‘avoir’ in 1st and 2nd person and connectives 
‘aussi’ ‘mais’. 

To gain an understanding of the formation of regular plural nouns and how this 
changes pronunciation and spelling. 

 

Spring: Birthday Party 

To learn vocabulary for months of the year, numbers 15-30 and party items and 
corresponding articles where appropriate.  

To continue to understand simple sentence structures consolidating key verb forms ‘il 
y a’ and ‘c’est’. 

 

Summer: The Body and Yoga 

To learn the names for parts of the body and corresponding articles. 

To show awareness of how the definite article changes when used with ‘a’.  

To extend knowledge of simple sentence structures to include a variety of verbs of 

movement in the 1st person and imperatives form. 

To gain awareness of the layout of a bilingual dictionary and how it differs to a 

monolingual dictionary.  

 

 

 

Skills  

Ongoing Skills: 

To identify and use memorisation strategies for newly acquired vocabulary.   

To employ clarifying skills to work out the meaning of unknown 
 words.  

To develop accurate pronunciation and intonation.  

 

New Skills: 

To listen, imitate and understand short sentences.  

To speak with basic sentences; ask and answer simple questions, including negative 
form; express opinions; describe some actions. 

To form regular plural nouns and rehearse the effect this has on pronunciation. 

To use dictionary skills to find the meaning of individual words in French and English. 

To read and understand some familiar single words. 

                               


